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Short Description

Porcelain Square Wind Screen ONC05-004 by Elementi

Description

The Porcelain Square Wind Screen (ONC05-004) by Elementi, is crafted with durability in mind, using
premium tempered glass material. Waterproof, fireproof, and resistant to corrosion, this tank cover is
designed to withstand the harshest weather conditions, ensuring a lifetime of unparalleled performance.

Includes

One (1) Porcelain Square Wind Screen ONC05-004

Dimensions

22.1" W x 22.1" D x 7" H

Features

Tempered glass is sleek, durable, and weather resistant for regular outdoor exposure
Stainless steel attachment clips are long lasting
Easy to assemble and clean
Mix and match with Elementi fire table to fit your style
Matching Fire Table: OFP101BB, OFP101BW, OFP103BB, OFP103BW

Warranty

Elementi's warranty covers manufacturing defects; normal wear and tear is not included. With a little bit of
care, your furniture will outlive the warranty for many years.

Elementi offers a 2-year warranty for residential use

About the Manufacturer

At Elementi, beauty reigns supreme. Our signature line of fire tables epitomizes this ethos, where each piece
is a testament to the marriage of form and function. We meticulously select materials that exude natural
splendor, ensuring that every element is inherently striking. Through our innovative process, burners are
transformed into captivating focal points, enhancing any patio or landscape design with their mesmerizing
allure.

But our commitment to excellence doesn't end with aesthetics. Innovation is our lifeblood, and we
continuously push the boundaries of design and technique. Led by a team of dedicated engineers, we
meticulously craft burner systems that are not only visually stunning but also optimized for performance.
From modified burner rings to precise BTU outputs, every detail is carefully calibrated to deliver an
unparalleled flame effect that captivates the senses.
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Additional Information

SKU ONC05-004

Brand Elementi

Ships Out Estimate 2 Business Days

Residential Warranty 2 Years

Porcelain Square Wind Screen
ONC05-004 by Elementi

was

$179.00 Special
Price

$139.00
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